
Ninjago Temple of Airjitzu
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Take this lighting parts for the bridge



Install the lighting plates as shown and pull the wire out
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Take this lighting parts for the top level of the blue house
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First detach the house as shown and install the 2 lighting plates next to the connector
at the bottom

Then install the 1x4 black lighting plate as shown



Pull the roof side away, and let the rest lighting parts in the house
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Restore the roof and install the 2 1x3 black lighting plates on each side



Then install other 1x4 lighting plate as shown

Now it’s the turn for the blue house and tree
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Take the 2x4 tiles and the 4x4 tiles off and install the lighting plate first

Arrange the wire, restore the tiles and pull the rest lighting parts to the back
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Install the lighting round plates on the tree

Connect with the upper level of the house
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Now it’s turn for the green house

Install the plate next to the connector in the red circle then install the black
lighting plate in the blue circle
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Then install the remain lighting plate as shown

Now for the big tower, separate it and start by install this lighting parts
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Take off the statue and the gold dish, install the 4pcs of 1x2 trans blue plates
Remember the plate next to the trans orange part has to be installed close to
Inner side

Restore the plates detached, pull the trans orange parts to top and replace the lamps
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Then for the second level, take the lighting parts without black plates
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First of all, take the black triangle plate from the bottom, install on top of the base
Then install the 2pcs of 1x8 blown lighting plates as shown

Leave a gap on the corner, then pull the lighting parts with 2 sets of 1x4+1x1 lighting
plate out
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Back to the lights pulled out, install one set of lights as shown

For the other 1x4+1x1 lighting plates, pull out from the corner and install it
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Then install the other sets

Now you can put the building on top, with the brown triangle plate off,
connect one of the connector with the bottom level, and let other connector
pass to the 2nd level
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Then restore the brown triangle plate

Now it’s turn for the top level
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Put the roof on top, install the brown lighting plates as shown, and connect
the connector

Then pull the black lighting plates to upper level and install them
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Install the 1x4+1x1 lighting plates same way as lower level
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Then install the 1x4+1x1 lighting plates connect with the black plates
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At last, combine all the buildings and connect the plugs to USB cable


